	FRESNEL SPOTLIGHT 
	General
	The luminaire shall be a Source Four Fresnel spotlight as manufactured by Electronic Theatre Controls, Inc., or approved equal
	Lamp
	The luminaire shall utilize only the HPL lamp, which shall consist of a compact tungsten filament contained in a krypton-filled quartz envelope
	The lamp base shall have an integral die cast aluminum heat sink that reduces seal temperature and ensures proper lamp alignment
	Luminaires that use lamps other than the HPL lamp shall not be acceptable

The lamp socket shall be ATP 220 nickel gold plated
	The lamp shall be prefocused in relation to the reflector
	The lamp shall be removable from the bottom of the fixture for re-lamping
	Optical
	Luminaire shall use a Fresnel lens and provide soft-edged, but well-defined beam shaping with a barn door attachment
	Luminaire shall provide a field angle zoom range of 20 degrees to 65 degrees
The optical train shall utilize a compact filament lamp with a modified spherical reflector 
	The luminaire shall output no less than 10,000 field lumens in full flood setting when fitted with 750W, 115V high out-put HPL lamp
	Luminaires producing less than 10,000 field lumens in full flood setting with a 750W lamp shall not be acceptable
	Reflector shall be molded borosilicate glass with multiple dichroic layers
	Reflector efficiency shall be a minimum of 93%
	Reflectors of pressed aluminum or other sheet metal construction shall not be acceptable
	Physical
	The luminaire shall be constructed of rugged, die cast aluminum, free of burrs and pits, finished in black, high temperature paint
	The luminaire shall provide, but not be limited to:
	36” power lead with bare-ends
	Integral cable clamp for power leads
	Sealed housing with no light leaks
	Zoom adjustment by means of a large, side-mounted knob with integral locking lever
	Bottom-access lamp removal
Lamp socket access door shall use a tool-free ¼-turn closure device
	Two accessory slots and a top mounted locking door for gel frames and beam control accessories 
	Accessory slots shall be completely surrounded by a rugged metal housing for elimination of light leaks around gel frames and other beam control accessories
	Accessory slots shall be compatible with 7.5” beam control accessories, i.e. barn doors, gel frames, top hats, etc, such as used by Source Four PAR luminaires and other similarly-sized fixtures
	Rugged steel yoke 
	Adjustable yoke mounting position for variable fixture balance point
	Positive locking, hand operated yoke clutch
	Large, rugged handle on rear of fixture
	Integrated safety cable mounting ring
	Color frame
	Unit shall be nominally 12.5”long by 9.5” wide
Weight without “C” clamp shall be 13.25 lbs.
	The luminaire shall be capable of utilizing ETC Dimmer Doubling technology
	The luminaire shall be ETL and cETL listed to UL 1573 – the standard for stage and studio use and so labeled


